Guiding terahertz waves along subwavelength channels
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We propose a feasible way of guiding terahertz waves along V grooves whose lateral dimensions are subwavelength. A plasmonic metamaterial is built by periodically corrugating these channels in such a way that the system supports the propagation of electromagnetic modes with characteristics mimicking those of channel plasmon polaritons in the optical regime. These geometrically induced guided modes present long propagation lengths and low bending losses, making them excellent candidates for routing terahertz waves at planar surfaces.
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Terahertz electromagnetic (EM) waves, with vacuum wavelengths typically ranging from 30 μm to 3 mm, have been less explored than those in the contiguous spectral regimes. Efficient sources and detectors of THz waves were lacking until recently, thus hindering the progress in this field. However, the numerous present and future applications for these waves, such as time-domain spectroscopy,1 biomedical2 and security3 imagings, and ultrahigh speed electronics, together with advances in their generation and detection have triggered the interest in THz signal routing systems.4 Sommerfeld showed more than 100 years ago that EM modes supported by metallic wires can be used for guiding radiation for very low frequencies.5,6 These Sommerfeld waves are mathematically identical to the surface-plasmon polaritons (SPPs) occurring in the visible regime but, due to the contrasting values of the permittivity of metals in the THz and visible regimes, their physical properties are very different. In comparison to SPPs in the visible regime, absorption of THz-SPPs is very low, but they are very poorly confined making them unsuitable for routing applications.

In this Brief Report we present a guiding scheme to achieve subwavelength transverse confinement of THz waves at a planar surface. The design, which consists of corrugated V grooves milled on a metal surface, borrows ideas from channel plasmon polaritons (CPPs) in the visible range7 and the concept of geometrically induced SPPs.8 The combination of these two different basic mechanisms allows overcoming the aforementioned limitations of THz wave routing. We study both the guiding properties of straight waveguides and the bending losses, present in any nontrivial circuit. While keeping long mode propagation, good confinement and reasonable bending loss for radii of curvature of the order of a few wavelengths are demonstrated, making these waveguides interesting in the aforementioned context.

In the visible or telecom regimes, V-shaped grooves milled in metals support low loss, tightly confined CPPs.9–11 The modal size of CPPs grows for increasing wavelength in such a way that, on perfect electrical conductors (PECs), a good approximation at THz frequencies, CPPs do not exist. An interesting way to overcome this limitation is by taking advantage of the geometrically induced surface EM modes, also termed spoof SPPs, that emerge when a PEC surface is periodically corrugated.8,12–15 We will now test whether corrugated V grooves milled on a PEC surface sustain EM guided modes. For that, we analyze first the dependence of the EM modes propagating in the gap between two parallel groove arrays (see lower inset of Fig. 1) on the gap width, w. Similar modes supported in the gap between two metallic surfaces textured with two-dimensional (2D) hole arrays have been considered in the GHz regime.16 Here we only consider EM modes associated with longitudinal electric fields having odd parity with respect to the gap center because they have the same symmetry properties as the CPPs at optical frequencies.17 In the very subwavelength regime, with the wavelength, λ, being much larger than the period of the array, d, and the width of the grooves, a, it is straightforward to calculate the dispersion relation (frequency versus momentum, k) of these EM guided modes.

![FIG. 1.](color online) Dispersion relation of the guided EM modes propagating between two corrugated PEC surfaces. Both surfaces are identical and consist of two rectangular groove arrays of period d. The grooves width a and depth t are equal to 0.5d. Five different gap widths (w) are considered: 4d (red solid line), 2d (green dashed line), d (blue dotted dashed line), 0.5d (orange double dotted dashed line), and 0.25d (cyan dotted line). In the lower inset, the electric field amplitude at the band edge for the case w = 1.5d is depicted. The upper inset renders ε_eff (black squares) and the propagation length (red circles) at d/λ = 0.25 obtained within the SIBC approximation for Al and d = 200 μm.)
The existence of EM guided modes in the gap between two corrugated PEC surfaces and the dependence of \( \epsilon_{\text{eff}} \) with the gap width suggest that a corrugated V groove milled on a PEC film (see upper inset of Fig. 2) would support the propagation of EM guided modes. These will be tightly confined in the transverse plane and localized at the bottom of the groove, where \( \epsilon_{\text{eff}} \) is maximum. In order to verify this hypothesis, we have carried out finite difference time domain (FDTD) calculations of the dispersion relation of the EM modes supported by corrugated V grooves. As in the previous calculations, we assume that the metal behaves as a PEC, i.e., no absorption is present in the structure. The geometrical parameters are \( a=\tau=0.5d, w=0.76d, \) and \( h=5d, \) corresponding to a groove angle of 20°. The bands associated with the first three EM guided modes (spoof CPPs) traveling along the corrugated channel are rendered in Fig. 2. The fact that the corrugated V channel has a finite height translates into the existence of a cutoff for these EM guided modes.

In contrast to other THz waveguiding schemes, the spoof CPPs presented here have sub-\( \lambda \) transverse modal size. The longitudinal components of the electric field associated with them are shown in the lower insets of Fig. 2. The fields are evaluated at the band edges of the three dispersion bands. Electric fields are plotted only inside the shallow part of the corrugated V channel, where the modes are strongly localized. The first and third modes have odd parity, as the longitudinal electric fields for these modes have a different sign at the symmetry plane. In all three insets, both \( \lambda \) and the modal size, \( \delta \), are represented. This modal size is (arbitrarily) defined as the transverse separation between the locations where the electric field amplitude has fallen to one tenth of its maximum value, being \( \delta=0.52A, 1.02A, \) and 1.06A for these three modes at their band edges. Another interesting feature of the modal shape of these propagating modes is that, contrary to what the behavior of \( \epsilon_{\text{eff}} \) predicts, the modes are not guided at the groove bottom but rather at the groove edges. This is due to their strong hybridization with wedge modes that run on the edges of the groove, much in the same way as it occurs in the telecom regime. The fact that the frequency overlap of the first and second bands is very small facilitates the monomode operation of this corrugated V groove as a THz waveguide. Notice that this single-mode characteristic has been achieved thanks to an appropriate election of the geometrical parameters.

Once we have demonstrated that indeed spoof CPPs are supported by infinitely long corrugated V grooves, it is worth analyzing how these EM modes behave in waveguides of finite length. For that, we have performed extensive numerical simulations of finite corrugated V channels using the CST MICROWAVE STUDIO™ software implementing the finite integration technique. As in the previous FDTD calculations, we also consider PEC boundary conditions. We have chosen the structure period \( d=200 \mu m, \) keeping the relation between the rest of the geometrical parameters and \( d \) as in the FDTD calculations reported in Fig. 2. First, in order to cross-check the different numerical techniques, we analyze the case of a straight channel. The channel is 20 mm long and the structure is illuminated from one end with a 2D input port mode that tries to resemble the spatial and vectorial dependencies of the lowest spoof CPP mode as obtained from FDTD simulations.

Within FIT it is possible to calculate the EM transmission through the finite waveguide by integrating the longitudinal component of the Poynting vector in two perpendicular planes located near the input and exit sides of the waveguide.
FIG. 3. (Color online) FIT simulations of the transmittance spectrum for the lower spoof CPP mode supported by a straight corrugated PEC V channel of period $d=200 \, \mu m$ and total length 20 mm. Red dashed arrows indicate the spectral position of the cutoff and band-edge frequencies obtained from FDTD calculations. The left insets show the electric field amplitude at 0.32 THz and the right ones at 0.42 THz. Upper (lower) insets correspond to the plane located 9.1 mm (9.2 mm) away from the illuminated end of the structure.

Figure 3 shows this FIT transmission spectrum for the finite-length channel described above. Red dashed arrows indicate the cutoff and band-edge frequencies predicted by the FDTD method (see Fig. 2) for the lowest guided mode supported by the structure. The agreement between the two distinct numerical techniques in the spectral location of the band edge is excellent. Regarding the cutoff frequency, FIT predicts a slightly higher location than that obtained with FDTD. Notice that, as the band approaches its cutoff frequency, the spoof CPP mode becomes less localized and both numerical calculations are less accurate due to the inherent finite size of their spatial simulation windows. The important point is that the transmission approaches unity within the spectral region in which the lowest guided mode is supported. The insets of Fig. 3 show the total electric field amplitudes at two different frequencies. Left panels are evaluated at 0.32 THz and the right ones at 0.42 THz. The upper insets depict the electric field in the plane located 9.1 mm away from the illuminated end of the structure and correspond to the shallow part of the V channel. The lower insets are displaced one half of the period, then showing the deepest region in the groove. In accordance with the FDTD calculations, the electric field is strongly confined within the shallow channel. The insets also show clearly how the lateral confinement of the mode is much higher at 0.42 THz ($\delta=0.42 \, mm=0.59\lambda$) than at 0.32 THz ($\delta=1.37 \, mm=1.46\lambda$).

In all the previous calculations, as we were assuming ideal PEC boundary conditions, the modal propagation length, $l$, is infinite. One way to estimate $l$ in a real waveguide operating at THz frequencies is by looking at the dependence of $l$ with the gap width for the EM modes propagating in the region between two corrugated surfaces (see Fig. 1). In order to take into account the losses experienced by the EM fields propagating on such structures, it is possible to exchange PEC conditions by the so-called surface impedance boundary conditions (SIBC). In the upper inset of Fig. 1, the dependence of $l$ (defined as $l=[2 \, \text{Im}(k)]^{-1}$) with $w$ is displayed (red circles). For these calculations, we have fixed a frequency of 0.38 THz (the center of the transmission plateau in Fig. 3) and we have assumed that the metal is aluminum, taking its permittivity from Ref. 21. The evolution of $l$ with $w$ shows that there is a tradeoff between the propagation length and the transverse confinement of the EM guided mode, as is common in plasmonic structures. For example, for a width of $0.76d$ (as the opening of the V grooves analyzed in Figs. 2 and 3), $l$ is of the order of 60|$\lambda$.

Similar estimations are obtained from three-dimensional (3D)-FIT simulations on straight corrugated aluminum V channels that incorporate absorption losses within the metal. Notice that this propagation length is much larger than those reported for other THz waveguiding schemes. When thinking in the possible use of spoof CPPs for routing THz radiation in planar surfaces, the question on the bending losses naturally arises. We have performed FIT simulations on corrugated bend V surfaces milled on PEC surfaces (in order to isolate bending losses from the absorption losses previously discussed). The results obtained for four different 90° bends with different radii of curvature, $r$, are shown in Fig. 4. In all cases, the structures contain up to 100 periods. The groove array period in the straight part of the channel is equal to 200 $\mu$m and is slightly adjusted in the bends in order to conform with the curved geometry. The transmittance spectra for the four structures analyzed are
shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4. For the case of maximum $r$ (10 mm), the transmission can be as large as 90%, but is reduced as $r$ becomes smaller, being 50% in the case in which $r$ is 1.5 mm (around 2 times the wavelength). These bending losses are much smaller than those reported for metallic wires at THz frequencies, as expected due to the subwavelength character of the spoof CPPs. In the four lower panels of Fig. 4, the electric field amplitude evaluated at 0.40 wavelength character of the spoof CPPs. In the four lower panels of Fig. 4, the electric field amplitude evaluated at 0.40 THz in a plane located 100 $\mu m$ above the planar surface is depicted. It is clear how the bending losses in these structures stem from radiation into vacuum modes occurring just at the bend of the waveguide. Notice that no attempt to reduce these losses by optimizing the geometry of the bend has been performed.

In conclusion, we have proposed a guiding mechanism for THz EM fields featuring subwavelength transverse confinement and valid for metallic planar geometries. The guided mode sustained by the V groove is induced geometrically, owing its existence to the periodic corrugation of the surface. Its tight confinement is due to the increased coupling between the fields supported at both sides of the groove. In addition to reduced modal sizes, such waveguides display long propagation lengths and low bending losses, being very promising for applications that require THz waves routing.
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